
Managing Breakthrough Results SM

A Workshop For High Performers



Managing Breakthrough Results

Training for the Coach

“70% of sales failures are due to poor

execution of sales leadership. It is rarely for

lack of smarts, strategy, vision or desire!

Executing sales goals and objectives is the greatest

challenge in sales today. Aligning an organization’s

coaches and teams with their most important goals

and objectives is a never-ending battle. Keeping the

coach and their teams engaged and focused on the

top goals is critical.

Managing Breakthrough Results is a proven set of

practices designed to improve sales execution.



� 92% of sales executives 

believe the amount sold by 

a team of sales people is a 

direct reflection of how well 

they are coached – the 

better the coach the higher 

the performance.

� 70% of sales coaches are not 

executing the high pay-off 

activities with the right 

frequency or effectiveness 

that will lead a team to sell 

more.

Managing Breakthrough Results

Managing Breakthrough Results is a proven set of practices

that have been refined by many bank sales teams over the

years. When sales teams adhere to these practices, they

achieve superb results - regardless of the goal. Managing

Breakthrough Results represents a new way of thinking and

working that is essential to thriving in today’s competitive

climate.



� Only 20% of sales managers 

have the natural talents and 

characteristics to fully 

succeed as a sales coach!

� Sales teams with an 

effective coach generally 

perform 48% higher than 

teams with no coaching!  An 

effective coach can improve 

a sales person’s 

performance by 20% to 30% 

in the short term.  

Managing Breakthrough Results

No matter what size of team you lead, no significant result

is achievable unless people change their behavior.

When you attempt to execute a sales strategy that requires

a lasting change in behavior of other people, you are facing

one of the greatest leadership challenges you will ever

meet. With Managing Breakthrough Behaviors, you are

implementing a set of proven practices that meet that

challenge successfully every time.



Workshop Objectives
� Share best practices and success 

stories.

� Explain the three types of performance 

measurement and use them to evaluate 

sales performance.

� Introduce a more analytical approach to 

coaching with the sales metrics that 

matter.

� Teach bottom-up sales planning with 

the metrics that matter.

� Use the Recurring Performance Cycle to 

draft a quarterly sales action plan that 

can be used in weekly check-ins.

� Conduct effective coaching sessions and 

weekly check-ins to reinforce personal 

accountability using Pipedrive and my 

Performance Navigator.

I. Sales managers narrow the focus on the

critically few goals for their teams.

II. Sales managers focus on the key leading

indicators of goal achievement.

III. Sales managers direct progress toward

goal achievement through performance

scorecards.

IV. Sales managers ensure goal achievement

through a recurring cycle of

accountability.

V. Sales managers learn how to

institutionalize Managing Breakthrough

Behaviors throughout the organization

for sustained performance and

breakthrough results.



Module 1 Overview
Great Coaching Experiences

� Great Coaching Experiences that  

inspire and motivate.



Module 2 Overview
Attributes of a Great Coach & The Disciplines 

of Execution

� They Have The Skills.

� They Have the Discipline To Execute.

� They FOCUSFOCUSFOCUSFOCUS on their Wildly Important Goals.

� They Create a Cadence of AccountabilityCadence of AccountabilityCadence of AccountabilityCadence of Accountability.

� They Keep an Engaging ScorecardEngaging ScorecardEngaging ScorecardEngaging Scorecard.

� They ACT on Lead MeasuresACT on Lead MeasuresACT on Lead MeasuresACT on Lead Measures

� They Trust Their ‘Insights’ To Make 

Critical Decisions With Confidence.

� They Have A Positive Sense of 

Urgency.



Module 3 Overview
Performance Measurement & The Metrics 

That Matter

� Three Approaches to 

Performance Measurement
� Outcome MeasuresOutcome MeasuresOutcome MeasuresOutcome Measures

� Activity MeasuresActivity MeasuresActivity MeasuresActivity Measures

� Key Performance Key Performance Key Performance Key Performance MetricsMetricsMetricsMetrics

� There are a limited number of 

Metrics That ‘Really’ Matter

� Using The Metrics That Matter in 

Performance Scorecards



Module 4 Overview
A Recurring Cycle of Accountability

� The purpose of performance 

measurement is to anchor a 

recurring performance cycle of 

� AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

� Planning Planning Planning Planning (What-If  X to Y by When)

� ConnectionsConnectionsConnectionsConnections

� AccountabilityAccountabilityAccountabilityAccountability

� Is To Build Focused Quarterly 

Action Plans



Module 5 Overview
Results Coaching & Weekly Check-Ins

� Putting It All Together With A 

Weekly Check-In.

� Hands-On With Pipedrive and my

Performance Navigator.  



Post Workshop Practicum
With an Introduction to Tools for the Sales Coach SM

Workshop participants leave the workshop with a

plan for the next three to six months. This

practicum is designed to support an sustain the

workshop objectives.

In every great sales organization, you will find

pockets of great execution – the top 20% of high

performance. The challenge of any team leader

is to move the middle 60% toward the higher

performance level of the top 20%.

The post workshop practicum is designed to do

just that. Improvement of this magnitude

doesn’t produce incremental results – it creates

breakthrough results!!!



Ron Buck Ron Buck is the author of ‘The Six Breakthrough Behaviors of High Performers’

and ‘Managing Breakthrough Behaviors’. He also publishes a weekly newsletter

(Sales Metrics That Matter) that is read by over 9,000 banking executives.

During the past decade Ron has conducted research with over 370 banks to

establish industry best practices and sales benchmarks for retail, business,

commercial, treasury, private banking and underwriting.

Ron helps banks adopt the disciplines of sales execution along with a more

analytical management practice called ‘Managing Breakthrough Behaviors’. He

helps banks develop strong sales cultures and execute sales strategies.

Ron advises many bank executives and boards across the nation. He serves on

several University boards and corporate boards. He is an avid runner, cyclist and

golfer. He lives in Scottsdale, Arizona with his wife Ardonna.

AwardsAwardsAwardsAwards &&&& HonorsHonorsHonorsHonors

� BSEE from Iowa State University.

� MSEE from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

� Eta Kappa Nu national engineering honorary.

� Member of the prestigious Order of the Knoll at Iowa State University

and recipient of the Edwards Deming fellowship.

� Founder, CEO of Datalink (NASDAQ: DTLK)

� 23 US and European software patents.

� US Army, Vietnam awarded the Bronze Star.

� Eagle Scout
Director of Performance Management


